
 

Moonlight Teams up with KBank Siam Pic-Ganesha for a World-Class Magical Performance: 
 “Toyota Presents Cyril Magic Up Close & Personal Live in Bangkok” 

 
Having wowed the audience worldwide, Cyril Takayama, the famous illusionist, one of the early pioneers of 
street magic, sets to premiere in Thailand his spectacular magical show “Toyota Presents Cyril Magic Up Close 

& Personal Live in Bangkok” this June. The project is the collaboration between Moonlight Consulting Co., Ltd., 
one of the managements who brought Liverpool and Real Madrid to Thailand, and KBank Siam Pic-Ganesha, 
the producer of impressive Homrong the Musical. 
 
“A Japanese friend of mine, and of Cyril too, told me that he and Cyril had a chance to visit Chiang Mai once. 
Cyril fell in love with Thai food, the tropical weather, and the Thainess so much that he truly hoped to perform in 
Thailand. So I thought of Workpoint and talked to them about organizing the performance in Bangkok. 
Fortunately, it happened that they had had the intention to bring in the show too. It was such an intentional 
coincidence. And that’s the origin of this project. I once co-managed to bring in Liverpool and Real Madrid to 
play with our Thai National team so I exploit my previous experience of international management to be of 
benefit to the project together with KBank Siam Pic-Ganesha,” said Wynth Udompholkul, the Managing Director 
of Moonlight Consulting Co., Ltd. 
 
“We have recognized Cyril’s renown and been his fans for a long time. Our team has been interested in inviting 
him to perform in Thailand. He is a one-of-a-kind entertainer with charisma. We know he will definitely amaze, 
excite and impress the audience with his magic tricks. If anyone has ever seen his performance before, they 
would know it has something special. With the mission of pursuing world-class contents for Thais we didn’t 
hesitate to join forces with Moonlight,” revealed Chayanun Thepwaninkorn, the Managing Director of KBank 

Siam Pic-Ganesha. 
 
“Toyota Presents Cyril Magic Up Close & Personal Live in Bangkok” is to be performed at KBank Siam Pic-
Ganesha, Center of Performing Arts, Floor 7, Siam Square One, during June 16-19, 2016. The ticket is on sale 
from March 15, 2016 onwards. For more information, please visit Thaiticketmajor.com or its counter service, and 
KBank Siam-Pic Ganesha Facebook page. 
 
You may inquire further information about the release at Noi (Lalita) / หน่อย (ลลิตา) 081-5519188 


